TRIMAX STRUCTURAL LUMBER.

TRIMAX is a patented high-performance construction material. It’s perfectly suited to load-bearing applications such as posts, beams and joists used for decks, docks, and marinas.

- Easy to install – Trimax Structural Lumber sections are assembled with standard tools and stainless steel screws.
- Trimax products can be cut with standard carbide tipped saw blades.

STRONG. DURABLE. WEATHER RESISTANT.

Trimax Structural Lumber is ideal for many applications, including:

- Structural posts, beams and joists
- Docks and seawalls
- Structural pilings
- Boardwalks and beach-access walks
- Dock fenders
- Marine and pedestrian bridges
- Channel markers
- Wales, camels, and guard rails
- Fender Systems

Who knew reinforced plastic could be so

PRIMARY TRIMAX PROFILES

THE TRIMAX ADVANTAGE

- Innovative – TRIMAX is made from a blend of virgin, pre-consumer/post-consumer HDPE and strengtheners for a lifetime of enjoyment.

For more information, contact:

TRIMAX is manufactured in the U.S.A. When properly installed for the correct application, RENEW® Plastics will ensure the product benefits stated in this brochure.

CORPORATE OFFICE
112 Fourth Street • P.O. Box 480 • Luxemburg, WI 54217-0480
Phone: (920) 845-2326 or (800) 666-5207 • Fax: (920) 845-2335
www.trimaxbp.com
TRIMAX STRUCTURAL LUMBER

“Once and Done” Construction

WHY CHOOSE TRIMAX?

Trimax Structural Lumber is the ideal, high-performance product for load-bearing applications such as posts, beams and joists used in decks, docks and marinas. You can feel good about using this 100% wood-free formula to contribute beauty, ease of maintenance, and lasting value to any structural project.

INCREDIbLY DURABLE.

Trimax is made from a patented blend of virgin and recycled pre-consumer/post-consumer HDPE – the type found in a number of everyday recyclable products labeled with a \(\text{-}\) and a structural strengthener. It is uniquely suited for outdoor applications that require superior strength, durability and resistance to even the most extreme weather conditions.

REMARKABLY ATTRACTIVE.

You’d never know Trimax is a wood-free product from its appearance. In fact, it looks so much like wood, you may have to tell people they’re standing on plastic.

RESPONSIBLE CHOICE.

TRIMAX Structural Lumber is a preferred material for sustainable building projects. Its recycled content may help earn LEED and other green credits. Simply put – our blend of HDPE resins will allow you to enjoy your deck or dock for years to come.

LONG LASTING.

Build it once and you’re done. Trimax Structural Lumber is resistant to moisture, fungi, marine borers, and most chemicals.

EASY TO MAINTAIN AND HANDLE.

Trimax installs and cuts like natural wood using conventional carpentry tools and methods. It won’t rot, split, splinter, check or stain. And maintenance is a breeze – no scrubbing, staining, sanding, sealing or power washing necessary.

A WARRANTY YOU CAN ALSO FEEL GOOD ABOUT.

For specific warranty details, please call 1-800-666-5207 or visit www.trimaxbp.com